Data are presented which demonstrate a difference in the rate of recombination between cis and trans inversion double heterozygotes in Drosophila melanogaster. The corresponding two-locus theoretical model in which the double heterozygotes have different rates of recombination and no selection operates is analysed. We show that stable linkage disequilibrium can be maintained in this neutral situation. These results bear on the general observation in wild populations of several insect species that linked inversions manifest linkage disequilibrium.
INTRODUCTION
ONE of the most consistent observations in population genetics is the occurrence of linkage disequilibrium between linked inversions. Although most of these data concern Drosophila (Blight, 1955; Brncic, 1953; Krimbas, 1964; Levitan, 1955 Levitan, , 1953a Levitan, , 1953b Levitan, , 1959 Levitan, , 1978a Levitan, , 1973b Mather, 1963; Stalker, 1959; Toyofuku, 1962) , other insect taxa also polymorphic for inversions frequently manifest disequilibrium (Landau, 1962; Martin, 1962; Rothfels and Fairlee, 1957; Lewontin and White, 1960) . Classically these observations have been cited as evidence for the operation of natural selection, but direct evidence of selective differences between two-locus heterokaryotypes is lacking. The operation of natural selection is inferred from observed linkage disequilibrium in conjunction with the results of two-locus genetic theory, This theory predicts that in an infinite randomly mating population, stable linkage disequilibrium will only occur in populations under certain conditions on the relative fitnesses of genotypes. The strongest case for natural selection based solely on genotype frequencies in natural populations would be the observation of strong linkage disequilibrium between fairly loosely linked genes (or inversions) in a large panmictic closed population. Otherwise explanations which do not invoke selection cannot be discounted (see e.g., Mukai, 1977) .
Selectively neutral explanations for the observation of linkage disequilibrium fall into three categories:
(1) the populations are not at equilibrium, (2) genetic drift, (3) population structure.
If populations are not sampled repeatedly over a long period of time, it is difficult to rule out the first possibility. A very low rate of recombination results in a slow decay of linkage disequilibrium, so the observed disequilibria could be explained by a founder effect. If the inverted sequence * Present address: Dept. of Zoology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85281. occurred as a unique event, then it must have been in linkage disequilibrium with other sequences on the same chromosome. In the case of closely linked inversions the breakdown of linkage disequilibrium could be retarded by a very low rate of recombination due to a failure of chromosome synapsis (Lefevre, 1976) . If inversion breakages occur randomly on chromosomes, then most spontaneous inversions would occur on the most common "standard" sequence and a deficit of chromosomes bearing two inversions would be expected. The data from natural populations indicate to the contrary that the standard and the doubly inverted sequences are the most common (see Discussion). Krimbas and Loukas (1980) present evidence that there are hot spots on the chromosome at which breaks are likely to occur. They give further evidence that inversions occur non-randomly by demonstrating that the distribution of inversion lengths is non-random. More data on the spontaneous rate and distribution of inversions are needed before the contribution of non-randomness in the origin of inversions (founder effects) to observed disequilibria can be assessed.
In small populations genetic drift may be a factor in determining chromosome frequencies, and hence linkage disequilibrium (Sved, 1968; Hill and Robertson, 1968) . Accurate estimates of Drosophila population sizes have not been made, so that the importance of sampling effects cannot be directly evaluated. The stable maintenance of the same linkage disequilibrium throughout a species range could not be explained by drift (Baker, 1975) , but there are several instances of linkage disequilibrium being reversed in sign in different areas (Levitan, 1973b; Loukas et a!., 1979) . Other patterns of disequilibrium that cannot be explained by drift include sex differences and seasonal cycling (Levitan, 1955 (Levitan, , 1973a (Levitan, , 1973b .
Even fairly small amounts of migration between two areas of differing karyotype frequencies can produce a dine in disequilibrium (Feldman and Christiansen, 1975) , so observation of such a dine (Levitan 1959 ) is not conclusive evidence of selection. Other aspects of population structure such as positive and negative assortative mating with respect to karyotype could generate disequilibrium, but there is no datum indicating that assortative mating is occurring in Drosophila in the field.
In this paper we present experimental data which demonstrate a different rate of recombination for cis and trans double heterokaryotypes. This motivated our theoretical analysis of a neutral two locus model with this property. It is shown that stable linkage disequilibrium can be maintained by a cis-trans recombination difference, which therefore provides another hypothesis compatible with the observation of linkage disequilibrium in field data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Stocks of Drosophila melanogaster bearing marked second chromosome inversions were obtained from the Bowling Green Stock Center. Flies designated Cy bear the Curly wing marked inversion (In(2L)22D12 33F5-34A1) which is located on the left arm of chromosome II. The Pm chromosome (Schultz and Dobzhansky, 1934) bears the pericentric inversion (In(2LR-40F; 59E). Since one breakpoint of this inversion falls in the brown locus, flies show the Plum eye color phenotype. Because the inversions on these chromosomes do not overlap, they can recombine, and it is possible to construct cis (CyPm2/ + +) and trans (Cy + / + Pm2) double heterozygotes. The stocks designated as heterogeneous background were intercrossed for 7 generations, while the homogeneous background stocks were made isogenic for the X and part of the second chromosome (see Clark and Feldman, 1981) .
Recombination test crosses were performed with cis and trans double heterozygote females designated respectively as the cis cross and the trans cross. Both genetic backgrounds were employed separately in the test crosses, and wild phenotype males of the respective background were used. Four day old virgins of appropriate genotypes were placed as pairs in 95 mm shell vials with 2 g of Carolina 4-24 instant Drosophila medium, 5 ml of water and live yeast. After 4 days of egg laying, adults were removed. On the eighteenth day the adult progeny were scored by phenotype, and the ratio of these phenotypes was used to estimate the rate of recombination. Cultures were maintained in a controlled light and temperature incubator at 25 1°C with a 12 hour photoperiod.
To obtain estimates of the recombination rates in the cis and trans crosses independently, the phenotype frequencies must be weighted by their viabilities (Muller, 1916) . If we designate the viabilities as v1 for Cy, v2 for Pm2, v3 for CyPm2, and v4 for wild type, then the cis and trans estimates for the rate of recombination are:
where R represents the recombination rate in the cis cross, and r represents the recombination rate in the trans cross. The viabilities were estimated using the experimental procedure outlined in Clark and Feldman (1981) and are reported in table 1. Distributions for the estimates of r and R were plotted, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test verified that they were distributed approximately normally. Standard errors were calculated empirically from the distributions, and were used in parametric comparisons.
RESULTS
(i) Data analysis Histograms of the recombination fraction in stocks with heterogeneous background are presented in fig. 1 . Because the variance in r is sufficiently greater than the binomial expectation, the frequencies are not weighted by the number of progeny per female. This reduces the bias in the estimate of the variance (Engels, 1979 The cis recombination rate is lower than the trans recombination rate in stocks with homogeneous background as well ( fig. 2) (ii) Theoretical analysis Models of the evolution of two loci normally assume an equivalence of double heterozygotes in fitness and rate of recombination. The observation of a position effect in recombination leads us to relax this assumption, and to consider a model in which no selection or migration occurs, but where crossover rates depend on double heterozygote phase. The model assumes random mating in an infinite population with genotypes identified by two diallelic loci. The only factors changing the chromosome frequencies are therefore segregation and recombination.
Let the alleles at one locus be identified as A and a, and the alleles at the other locus are B and b. The chromosome types AB, Ab, aB, and ab have frequencies x1, x2, x3, and X4 respectively. The rate of recombination in the cis double heterozygotes is R, while in the trans double heterozygotes it is r. Unlike the situation in Drosophila, we will assume that both sexes have an equal rate of recombination. The recursion of chromosome frequencies is then:
x =xi_Rxix4+rx2xa=xi_D* x=x2+Rxix4_rx2x3=x2+D* x =x3+Rxix4_rx2x3=x3+D* x x4Rx1x4+rx2x3x4D where D* = Rxix4 -rx2x3. This system of equations is analogous to the no selection case with one recombination value, where rD is replaced by D*. Jf R = r, then D* = rD and this quantity decays geometrically to zero at rate (1 -r) per generation. From equation (1), the dynamic of D* is determined by: D*P R(xi _D*)(x4_D*)_r(x2+D*)(xs+D*)
The quantity in brackets is less than one because (x1+x4)>(x1x4) and (x2+x3)>(x2x3) and (R -r)< 1. D* therefore decays to zero at a rate asymptotically dependent on the average of the recombination rates weighted by the appropriate combinations of gene frequencies. At equilibrium, we have D* = 0, so that (14)/(23) = r/R. 
The value of the quadratic is positive at D(max) and negative at iS = 0, so there can be only one valid root. By symmetry, if r <R there is a unique valid root with D <0. In summary, allele frequencies do not change in this model, and D* tends to zero. The unique stable equilibrium value of the linkage disequilibrium depends on the initial allele frequencies and the ratio r/R (see fig. 3 ). A numerical example of the trajectories of D and D* is presented in fig. 4 . In many organisms, including Drosophila, the two sexes have different rates of recombination. If in females R is the cis rate of recombination, and r is the trans rate, and in males S and s are the respective crossover frequencies, then we can define,
Both sexes contribute gametes equally to both sexes in the progeny, so after one generation the chromosome frequencies are the same in both sexes. If we let x(f) and x(m) be the initial chromosome frequencies in females and males respectively, then (111 so the two sex case is analogous to the one sex case except the cis and trans recombination rates are averaged over sexes. This is similar to the two sex case with R = r and S = s (Geiringer, 1948) . In the two sex case, D** approaches zero and the equilibrium value of D depends on [1-(r + s)/(R + S)] and the allele frequencies. Allele frequencies are the same in both sexes after the first generation, and the equilibrium value of D is the valid root of (5) If inversions differ in their selective values, then only under certain conditions will linkage disequilibrium be expected. In particular, in the additive fitness case (Bodmer and Felsenstein, 1967) , stable linkage disequilibrium is never achieved. This situation is changed if the cis and trans double heterozygotes have different recombination rates. In the appendix, we show that stable linkage disequilibrium can be maintained with additive fitnesses if there is a phase difference in the crossover rate, and we briefly consider the multiplicative fitness model.
Discussioi'
From the theory we have developed, cis-trans differences in rates of recombination can lead to stable linkage disequilibrium. Our observation of cis-trans differences in laboratory Drosophila melanogaster leads us to ask whether this work has relevance to the observation of linkage disequilibrium between linked inversions. A direct answer would come from linkage tests to determine rates of crossover between inversion breakpoints.
Unfortunately it is a very laborious task to do linkage studies when progeny phenotypes are polytene chromosome banding patterns, and they have been done in only a few cases (Levitan, 1973b) . Absolute linkage disequilibrium between inversions and electrophoretic marker could be used to facilitate the linkage tests, but the procedure is still considerably more difficult than when dominant markers conveniently identify the inversions. Observation of chiasma frequency can give an indication of the rate of crossover, and these studies generally indicate a very low rate of crossover in double inversion bearing chromosomes (Krimbas and Loukas, 1980) . If the recombination values are low, then small differences between them will result in a larger change in the ratio r/R, and it is in this sense "easier" to generate disequilibrium. With very tight linkage it takes many generations for disequilibrium to decay, so founder effects and drift may also play a bigger role. Virtually all two locus models predict that higher values of linkage disequilibrium are more likely with tighter linkage, so a particular relation between r and D cannot be used to assess the relevance of different models. With the exception of Lewontin and White (1960) , unlinked inversions are generally uncorrelated. This however is not sufficient grounds to rule out selection as a significant force, because it takes strong epistasis to maintain disequilibrium between unlinked genes. On the other hand, we cannot conclude that tight linkage alone is sufficient to explain the observed disequilibria.
The theory predicts that equilibrium populations will have an excess of chromosomes of the double heterozygote with the lower rate of recombination. We found that R <r, and would therefore predict that there would be an excess of non-inverted and doubly inverted chromosomes. In at least 12 populations this has been the direction of the observed disequilibrium (Levitan, 1955 (Levitan, , 1973b Brncic, 1961; Stalker, 1964; Martin, 1962) . Only one exception to this pattern has been found (Levitan, 1973b) , and these same inversions occur in linkage disequilibrium in the opposite direction in another population.
Patterns of disequilibrium may yield information about their cause. Levitan (1973a Levitan ( , 1973b ) observed elevation gradients, seasonal variation, and sex differences in the magnitude of linkage disequilibrium. Clines may be due to selective differences in different environments, or migration between populations possessing different chromosome frequencies. Seasonal variation in D could be caused by seasonal variation in the frequency of 1 chromosome, which may again be caused by selection or migration. Sex differences may also be due to selection or sex-specific migration. Cis-trans differences in the rate of recombination by itself will not generate these patterns, but in conjunction with other forces it could. Existence of these patterns does not therefore close the possibility that cis-trans differences may be a causative factor in these disequilibria.
It should be noted that not all linked inversions are in linkage disequilibrium, but this does not contradict our theory. We have no reason to expect that all pairs of linked inversions should have cis-trans differences in the rates of recombination. We only mean to suggest that in inversion pairs with cis-trans differences, linkage disequilibrium can be generated in the absence of selection. In addition, even if there is a cis-trans difference, the theory predicts that the observed disequilibrium may be small. There is not a unique mapping from (r/R) to D, because the value of D at equilibrium depends on the initial allele frequencies.
In conclusion, although we do not know the generality of cis-trans recombination rate differences in double inversion heterokaryotypes, it remains an open possibility that this phenomenon may be relevant to the general observation of disequilibrium between linked inversions. We also raise the more general theoretical question of the importance of cis-trans differences in the evolution of recombination rates.
